Such vs. Such A

Fill in the blanks.

1. Don't talk ...................... nonsense.
   such
   Such a

2. It was ...................... difficult task.
   such
   such a

3. You are ...................... fool.
   such
   such a
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4. I had ...................... difficulty finding accommodation in the city.
   such
   such a

5. We are having ....................... terrible weather at the moment.
   such
   such a

6. She is .............................. wonderful person.
   such
   such a
7. It was ......................... difficult task that I could not finish it.

such

such a

8. I can't support ......................... decision.

such

such a

9. It was ......................... frightening experience.

such

such a

10. Her first movie was ......................... huge
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success at the box office.

such

such a

11. It is ..................... huge loss for us.

such

such a

12. It was ..................... wasteful project.

such

such a

Answers

1. Don’t talk such nonsense.
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2. It was such a difficult task.

3. You are such a fool.

4. I had such difficulty finding accommodation in the city.

5. We are having such terrible weather at the moment.

6. She is such a wonderful person.

7. It was such a difficult task that I could not finish it.

8. I can’t support such a decision.

9. It was such a frightening experience.

10. Her first movie was such a huge success at the box office.

11. It is such a huge loss for us.

12. It was such a wasteful project.